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Abstract 
We give an extension of the Reeb stability theorem which includes both the Haefliger and the 
Thurston generalizations as special cases. 
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Introduction 
In 1952, Reeb [ 161 proved that a compact leaf of a foliation on a manifold with finite 
holonomy group has a neighbourhood of compact leaves. In particular, any compact leaf 
with finite fundamental group has a neighbourhood of compact leaves. 
This result, often referred to as the (local) Reeb stability theorem, was generalized in 
1974 by Thurston [19]. He proved the following: Let L be a compact leaf of a foliation 
on a manifold such that the linear holonomy group of L is finite. Assume that the 
cohomology H’ (L; Iw) is trivial, where L is the covering space of L corresponding to 
the kernel of the linear holonomy homomorphism of L. Then the holonomy group of L 
is finite and hence L has a neighbourhood of compact leaves. In particular, any compact 
leaf L of a transversely oriented foliation of codimension one with trivial cohomology 
H’ (L; IR) has a neighbourhood of compact leaves. 
On the other hand, Haefliger in 1958 [8] presented the notion of r-structure on a 
topological space X, where r is a pseudogroup of homeomorphisms between open sub- 
sets of a topological space B. Any foliation of codimension q on a manifold A4 can 
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be represented by a P-structure on M, where P is the pseudogroup of diffeomor- 
phisms between open subsets of lRq. Defining the leaves and their holonomy groups of 
an arbitrary r-structure on X, Haefliger showed that a r-structure on X may be seen 
as a generalized foliation on X. Furthermore, he proved the Reeb stability theorem for 
r-structures. 
In this paper we shall generalize the Reeb stability theorem for r-structures on topo- 
logical spaces in the same spirit as Thurston generalized the Reeb stability theorem for 
foliations on manifolds. Moreover, we shall further extend the notion of foliation and 
give some examples covered by this extension, such as nested foliations and foliations 
invariant under a group action. 
For this purpose we shall choose the context of topological groupoids and their actions 
on topological spaces [ 141. The basic examples of topological groupoids are topological 
spaces, topological groups and S-atlases [7] (or equivalently, pseudogroups). Recall that 
the holonomy groupoid associated to a foliation on a manifold with respect to a complete 
transversal [7,12] is an S-atlas. 
To motivate our extension, let us first consider the simplest case of the foliation on 
a manifold M given by a submersion p : ibl + IF. In this case, the Reeb stability 
theorem says that a compact component of a fiber of p has a neighbourhood of compact 
components of the fibers of p. However, in this paper we will show that the same is 
true for any continuous map p : X + Y between topological spaces which satisfies some 
mild assumptions. 
Now one may replace Y with an etale groupoid G. A principal G-bundle over X 
is then a possible replacement for p, since in the case where G is just a topological 
space Y, the isomorphic classes of the principal Y-bundles over X are precisely the 
continuous maps from X to Y. We emphasize that this is an interesting replacement, 
since a foliation on a manifold is an example of such a bundle. In fact, in the definition 
of Haefliger r-structure on a topological space X the pseudogroup r may be replaced 
by an arbitrary Ctale groupoid G, and a G-structure on X is then precisely an isomorphic 
class of the principal G-bundles over X. In particular, a foliation on a manifold A4 can 
be represented by a principal P-bundle over M. Haefliger proved the Reeb stability for 
this kind of structures. 
The goal of the present article is to replace not only Y but also X with open groupoids, 
and to prove the Reeb stability and its Thurston generalization for this extended case. 
When X and Y are replaced with open groupoids H and G respectively, a good re- 
placement for p is an H-invariant G-bundle. 
An H-invariant G-bundle is a topological space, equipped with a left action of G 
and a right action of H, such that these two actions commute with each other. If H 
is a topological space X and G is &ale, then the principal X-invariant G-bundles are 
exactly the principal G-bundles over X. In particular, the continuous maps p: X --t Y 
between topological spaces are exactly the isomorphic classes of the principal X-invariant 
Y-bundles. In fact, an H-invariant G-bundle may be seen as a generalized map from 
H to G. Indeed, in [14] (where H-invariant G-bundles are called G-H-bispaces) a 
close relation between H-invariant G-bundles and geometric morphisms between the 
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associated toposes of H and G is established. In the case where H and G are the 
holonomy groupoids of foliations, a class of H-invariant G-bundles was studied by 
Hilsum and Skandalis [9]. They suggested that such bundles may be viewed as maps 
between the “singular spaces” of leaves of the foliations (i.e., between the holonomy 
groupoids of the foliations). In Section 1 we give some further examples of H-invariant 
G-bundles. 
To generalize the Reeb stability theorem to H-invariant G-bundles, one needs to 
define the fibers and the leaves of such a bundle. In Section 2 we provide this definitions 
for a transitive H-invariant G-bundle. However, the fibers and the leaves of such a 
bundle are right H-spaces, i.e., topological spaces equipped with a right action of H. 
Moreover, each leaf comes equipped with a group, here called the holonomy group of the 
leaf. In particular, if p : X + Y is a map of topological spaces considered as a principal 
X-invariant Y-bundle, then the fibers of this bundle are just the usual fibers of the map 
p, and the leaves of this bundle are precisely the connected components of the fibers of 
p, with trivial holonomy groups. In general, the leaves have connected orbit spaces, and 
form a partition of the space of objects of H into H-invariant subsets. These notions 
coincide with the notions of leaf and holonomy for Haefliger r-structures on topological 
spaces. In particular, the leaves with their holonomy groups of the principal M-invariant 
P-bundle associated to a foliation on a manifold M are exactly the classical leaves with 
their holonomy groups of the foliation. 
In Section 3 we prove the Reeb stability theorem for transitive H-invariant G-bundles. 
The proof is eventually reduced to the simple case where the bundle is just a continuous 
map of topological spaces. 
In Section 4 we consider the principal H-invariant G-bundles. We show that the 
holonomy group of a leaf L of such a bundle is the image of a homomorphism from the 
fundamental group of the right H-space L. 
To extend the Thurston generalization of the Reeb stability to H-invariant G-bundles, 
we introduce in Section 7 the notion of linear holonomy. For this purpose, we have to 
assume that G is a differentiable Ctale groupoid, i.e., an Ctale groupoid such that both 
the space of objects Gc and the space of morphisms Gi of G are C’-manifolds, and the 
domain and the codomain map of G are local C’-diffeomorphisms. But here we allow 
that the manifolds are modeled on an arbitrary Banach space [ 111, i.e., they may be of the 
infinite dimension. To give an example, the &ale groupoid of germs of diffeomorphisms 
between open subsets of a C’-manifold is differentiable. A differentiable &ale groupoid 
G acts naturally on the tangent bundle of Go. If L is a leaf of a suitable principal H- 
invariant G-bundle, we can use this action to define the linear holonomy homomorphism 
,C?~L of L as a representation of the fundamental group ;TTI (H(L)) of the H-space L 
into the tangent bundle of Go. The linear holonomy group of L is the image of LZL. If 
Go (and hence also Gt) is of real dimension one and Hom(ni (H(L)), IR) = {0}, then 
the linear holonomy group of L has at most two elements. 
For a principal H-invariant G-bundle E which satisfies some mild conditions we 
finally prove the following: Let L be a leaf of E such that the orbit space of L is 
compact. Assume that 
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(1) Ker _Cfl~ is finitely generated, 
(2) Hom(KerCxL, Iw) = {0}, and 
(3) the linear holonomy group of L is finite. 
Then the holonomy group of L is finite, and there exists an H-invariant open neigh- 
bourhood of L in Ho which is a union of leaves of E with compact orbit spaces. 
We wish to emphasize that for the case of the M-invariant P-bundle which represents 
a foliation on a manifold M, this theorem expresses exactly the Thurston generalization 
of the Reeb stability theorem. Next, if H is just a topological space X, this theorem 
generalizes the Reeb stability for G-structures on X. 
It is well known that the Thurston generalization (191 can be essentially reduced to 
a theorem concerning groups of germs of diffeomorphisms of Rq with differential 1. 
The proof of that theorem was simplified in [ 17,181. For our case, we need the infinite 
dimensional version of that theorem, proven in Section 6. To facilitate the proof, we 
introduce the notion of differentiable category (Section 5). As shown in Appendix A, 
differentiable categories naturally arise from the affine manifolds [6,10]. 
1. H-invariant G-bundles 
A topological groupoid G [2,8,12,14] is called open (&ale) if the domain map 
dom : G1 -+ Go is open (a local homeomorphism), or equivalently, if the codomain map 
cod : G1 -+ Go is open (a local homeomorphism). A continuous functor $J : G + G’ be- 
tween &ale groupoids is called e’tule if $0 (or equivalently, $1) is a local homeomorphism. 
Any topological space X can be viewed as an Ctale groupoid with Xe = Xi = X. 
Let H be an open groupoid. A right H-action on a topological space E [14] is a pair 
(f,~), where f :E -+ HO and u:E xHO Hr + E (write e.h = v(e,h) fore E E, 
h E HI with f(e) = cod h) are continuous maps which satisfy f(e h) = dom h, 
e If(e) = e and (e . h) h’ = e . (h 0 h’) for any e E E, h, h’ E HI with f(e) = cod h, 
dom h = cod h’. A right H-space is a triple (E, f, u), where E is a topological space 
and (f, V) a right H-action on E. We will often write simply E or (E, f) for a right 
H-space (E, f, v). Th e orbit space E/H of a right H-space (E, f, II) is the coequalizer 
ExH~H~;E%E/H. 
P’l 
The map 4~ is open. A subspace V C E is H-invariant if ~i’(qE(v)) = V. A right 
H-space E is called H-compact (H-Hausdorff, H-connected) if the associated orbit 
space E/H is compact (Hausdorff, connected). An H-connected component of E is the 
inverse image qE’(C) f o a connected component C of E/H. 
Any open groupoid H acts canonically on the right on its space of objects HO, and 
Ho/H is then the coequalizer 
cod 
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Conversely, if (E, f, V) is a right H-space, there is the associated open groupoid H(E) 
with H(E)0 = E, H(E), = E XH,) HI, dom = Y, cod = pr, and with the obvious 
composition. If H is &ale, H(E) is also &ale. 
Analogously one can consider left G-actions of an open groupoid G. 
Definition 1.1. Let G and H be open groupoids. An H-invariant G-bundle is a 
quintuple (E, P, f, II, v), where E is a topological space, p: E + Go, f : E --+ Ho, 
,u: GI XG,, E -+ E (write g e = p(g, e) for g E GI, e E E with domg = p(e)) and 
V: E XH,, HI -+ E (write e . h = y(e, h) for e E E, h E HI with f(e) = codh) are 
continuous maps such that 
(i) p(g . e) = codg, p(e h) = p(e), 
(ii) f(g . e) = f(e), f(e h) = domh., 
(iii) l,(,) e = e = e. lfce), 
(iv) g’ . (g . e) = ( g’og).e, (e.h).h’=e.(hoh’),and 
(v) (g . e) . h = g. (e . h) 
foranyg’,gEGt,eE E,h,h’E HI withdomg’=codg,domg=p(e),f(e)=codh, 
dom h = cod h’. 
Remark. In other words, an H-invariant G-bundle is a topological space E, equipped 
with a left G-action (p, p) and a right H-action (f, V) such that the two actions commute 
with each other. In [14], H-invariant G-bundles are referred to as G-H-bispaces. We 
will often write simply E or (E,p, f) f or an H-invariant G-bundle (E,p, f, 1-1, v). 
Let 1c, : G + G’ and 4: H + H’ be continuous functors between open groupoids, 
(E,p, f) an H-invariant G-bundle and (E’,p’, f’) an HI-invariant G/-bundle. A con- 
tinuous map m : E + E’ is called +!+equivariant (or simply equivariant) if $0 0 p = 
p’om,~~of=f’omandm(g~e~h)=~(g)~m(e)~~(h)forallg~G~,e~E, 
h E HI with domg = p(e), f(e) = cod h. 
An H-invariant G-bundle (E,p, f, ~1, ) v is called transitive if f is an open surjection 
and (p, pr,) : Gi x co E + E x H,, E is surjective, i.e., if G acts transitively along the 
fibers of f. An H-invariant G-bundle (E, p, f, p, v is called principal if G is Ctale, f ) 
is an open surjection and (11, pr,) : G1 x G,, E --t E x H,, E is a homeomorphism, i.e., if 
G acts transitively and freely along the fibers of f. It is easy to see that if (E, p, f) is a 
principal H-invariant G-bundle then f is a local homeomorphism. 
If X is a topological space, the X-invariant G-bundles are exactly the G-bundles over 
X. If Y is another topological space and (E,p, f) a transitive X-invariant Y-bundle, 
then f is a homeomorphism and E is principal. Therefore the isomorphic classes of the 
transitive (principal) X-invariant Y-bundles can be identified with the continuous maps 
p:X+Y. 
Let G and H be open groupoids and (E,p, f) an H-invariant G-bundle. Denote by 
gE : E -+ E/H the quotient projection on the space of orbits E/H for the action of 
H on E. Then f induces a map f IN : E/H + Ho/H, and p factors through gE as 
p = p/H 0 qE. Since the left action of G commutes with the action of H, it induces a 
left action of G on E/H. Therefore (E/H,p/H, f/H) is a G-bundle over Ho/H, 
called the associated G-bundle of the H-invariant G-bundle (E,p, f). The map qE is 
equivariant. If (E,p, f) is transitive, (E/H,p/H, f/H) is also transitive. However, if 
(E,p, f) is principal, (E/H,p/H, f/H) may not be principal. 
An H-invariant G-bundle is of covariant character in G and of contravariant character 
in H. We will now describe this explicitly. 
Let G, H and H’ be open groupoids, C$ : H’ + H a continuous functor and (E, p, f) 
an H-invariant G-bundle. Let $*E be the pullback E XH” Hb and 4*f, 4E the corre- 
sponding projections. 
Denote ~$*p = p o C$ E. Now H’ acts on the right on d*E by 
(e, b’) . h’ = (e . +(h’), dom h’) 
for any e E E, b’ E H& h’ E H{ with f(e) = c#Q(~‘), b’ = domh’. The groupoid G 
also acts on the left on 4”E in the obvious way, and with this action (q5*E, @*p, ~$*f) 
becomes an H*-invariant G-bundle, called the puttback of E along q3. The map @ is 
equivariant. If E is transitive (principal), then qj*E is also transitive (principal). 
Let G, G’ and H be open groupoids, G : G + G’ a continuous functor and (E,p, f) 
an H-invariant G-bundle. The groupoid G acts on the right on the pullback 
G’, XGI, E = {(d, e> I 9’ f G’,, e E E, domg’ = $o(p(e))} 
with respect to the projection p 0 pr2 : G{ X G;, E + Go by 
(9’, 4 . 9 = (9’ 0 ti(9L 9-l + 4
for any gf E G’,, e E E, ,g E G1 with domg’ = ,$o(p(e)), p(e) = codg. The orbit 
space of this action will be denoted by G’ @J$ E or simply by G’ @,G E, and the 
equivalence class of an element (g’, e) E G; x G(, E by g’ @ e. There is a canonical map 
QE : E + G’ @G E, given by 
for any e E E. If G’ is &ale, the map $E is open. Define now G’ @GP : G'BG E 4 GA 
bY 
(G’ @G p>(g’ @ e) = codg’ 
(G’ ‘8’G f)(g’ @J e) = f te>, 
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G’ acts on the left on G’ @G E by the composition, and the right action of H on E 
induces a right action on G’ @.G E in the obvious way. (G’ @G E, G’ COG p, G' @G f) 
is an H-invariant G/-bundle, called the tensor product of E with G’ along $. The map 
+E is equivariant. If E is transitive, then so is G’ @G E. If E is principal and G’ is 
etale, then one can easily check that G’ @G E is also principal [ 141. 
Example 1.2. (1) Let G be an &ale groupoid and X a topological space. A Haefliger 
G-structure on X [8] may be represented by a G-cocycle on X which consists of an open 
cover (U.i)z,l of X and continuous maps bi : U, + Go, cyg : Vi n Uj + G1 (i,j E I) 
satisfying 
(i) c+(z) E G(bj(z), hi(z)) for any IC E U, n U,, 
(ii) ci,i(zr) = lb,cz) for any z E Ui, and 
(iii) ci,j(Z) 0 cj,k(Z’) = ci,k(z) for any 5 E Ui n Uj n Uk, 
for all i, j, Ic E I. Given a G-cocycle on X, we can construct a principal G-bundle E 
on X, which is obtained as the quotient of the space 
GI XG,, u Ui= 9,x,x gEGI,iEI,xEUi, domg=bi(x)} {( ) 1 
%EI 
by identifying (9, 5, i) with (g o ci,j(x), zr, j) f oranygEGi,i,jEI,xEUirlUjwith 
domg = h,(x). Denote by [g, x, i] the equivalence class of an element (g, x, i) E G, xGli 
JJaEI Ui. The structure maps of E are given by f([g, 5, i]) = x, p( [g, x, i]) = codg and 
g’ [g, 2, i] = [g’ o g, x, i], for any [g, x, i] E E, g’ E G1 with domg’ = codg. Any 
principal G-bundle over X is isomorphic to the one induced by a G-cocycle on X. Two 
G-cocycles on X represent the same G-structure if the induced principal G-bundles are 
isomorphic, i.e., the Haefliger G-structures on X are exactly the isomorphic classes of 
the principal G-bundles on X (see also [12]). 
(2) Let A4 be a C’-manifold of dimension n and .F a foliation on A4 of codimension 
q. Let (Ui, 4i)iEI be the maxima1 atlas for 3, and write 4i = (ai, bi) : Ui + JR+4 @ 
Rq. On any intersection Vi n Uj, the diffeomorphism 4i 0 ~Y’/+,(u,~~,J projects to a 
diffeomorphism hi,j : bj(Ui n Uj) -+ bi(Uz n Uj). Take ci,j(x) = germbl (z) hi,? for 
z E U, n Uj, i, j E I. This gives a P-cocycle on M, where P is the Ctale groupoid of 
germs of diffeomorphisms between open subsets of Rq. The principal P-bundle over M 
associated to the foliation 3 is then the principal P-bundle induced by this F-cocycle 
(Example 1.2(l)). This P-bundle has a C’-structure and the map p of this bundle is a 
submersion. Conversely, any C’-principal P-bundle (E,p, f) over M such that p is a 
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submersion determines a foliation on hl. Alternatively, one can take the &ale holonomy 
groupoid Hol~(&f, 3) of 3 with respect to a smooth complete transversal T [7,12], and 
represent 3 as a principal Ho~T(M, 3)-bundle over M. 
(3) Let M be a C’-manifold of dimension n, 3 a foliation on hl of codimension 
q, and let - . -: M x H + M be a Cl-action of a discrete group H on M which 
preserves 3, i.e., it maps leaves into leaves. Then the partition of M into leaves induces 
a partition of M/H. Let (UL,41)7t~ be the maximal atlas for 3. If i E 1 and h E H, 
then (Uz.h,4io(-.h-‘)) ‘-cl. is d so a chart for 3 and hence equal to the chart (Uz.h, &.I~) 
for a uniquely determined i h E I. 
Now let E be the principal P-bundle over M associated to 3 (Example 1.2(2)). The 
group H acts on E by 
[g,z,i].h= [g,z.h,i.h] 
for any g E rf, i E I, x E Ui, h E H with domg = hi(z). This action clearly induce an 
action of the Ctale groupoid H(M) associated to the action of H on M, and E becomes 
a principal H(M)- invariant P-bundle. 
(4) Let G and H be open groupoids and 4 : H -+ G a continuous functor. Define 
E = GI XGo HO = {(g,b) I g E GI, b E HO, domg = 40(b)}, 
and take f = pr2 : E -+ HO, p = cod 0 pr, : E -+ Go. With the obvious actions, (E, p, f) 
is a transitive H-invariant G-bundle, called the H-invariant G-bundle associated to 4. 
If G is &ale, (E,p, f) is principal. 
(5) Let M be a Cl-manifold of dimension n and let T, s, t be natural numbers such 
that v + s + t = n. A nestedfoliation on M of type (T, s, t) is an atlas (Vi, &)iE1 on M 
such that for any i, j E I, the connecting diffeomorphism 
4i 04~11~j(U*flUj) = Bi,j : &(Ui n u,) + &(Ui n Uj) 
is of the form 
4j(Xl,Z2,X3) = (e~,,(Zl,22,21),~~,3(x2,53),8~,3(Z3)) 
with respect to the decomposition R’” = JR’ @ R” @ IRt. In particular, a nested foli- 
ation determines two foliations 3, and 32 on M, the first of codimension t and the 
second of codimension s + t. Moreover, 32 restricts on each leaf of 31 to a foliation of 
codimension s. 
We can assume that each 4% is surjective, and hence we can choose complete transver- 
sals Ti and T2 for 31 and 32 such that Tl = uicl Rt and T2 = uiel LRs+t. Thus we 
have the canonical projection $0 : T2 + Tl. It is easy to check that with +,o one can 
project each diffeomorphism in Holy, (M, 32) to a diffeomorphism in Holy, (M, 31), 
obtaining a continuous functor 
$J : Hoh, (M, 32) + Holy, (M, 31). 
Moreover, if (El, pl, fl) is the Holy, (M, 3;)-bundle over M which represents 31 and 
(Ez, ~2, f2) is the Holy, (M, 32)-bundle over M which represents 32, then 
Holz (M, 31) @HdT2 (fi-1~2) E2 ” -G 
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By Example 1.2(4) one obtains the principal Holy, (M, &)-invariant Holy, (M, Ft )- 
bundle associated to +. 
(6) Let M be a Ct-manifold of dimension n and F a foliation on M of codimension 
4. Choose a smooth complete transversal T for F, and let (E,p, f) be the principal 
Holr(M, .F)-bundle over M associated to F (Example 1.2(2)). Now let N be another 
C’ -manifold and h : N --t M a smooth map. The induced principal Hol~(hl, F)-bundle 
(h*E, h*p, h’f) over N does not represent a classical foliation on N, since it may have 
different types of singularities. We will say that it represents a foliation with modular 
sinp.hrities if h*p has locally path connected fibers. It is easy to see that this is the 
case if and only if for any foliation chart (U, 4) for F, the inverse images along h of 
the plaques of (U, 4) are locally path connected. 
2. Leaves and holonomy of a transitive H-invariant G-bundle 
Let G and H be open groupoids and (E,p, f) a transitive H-invariant G-bundle. 
Take any a E Go. The jiber of E over a is the space E, = p-‘(a) c E, i.e., the fiber 
of the map p over a. The fiber E, is clearly H-invariant and also G(a, a)-invariant. So 
the right action of H restricts to E,, and we have the quotient projection 
qE, : & ---+ -f&/H 
on the orbit space E,/H. Let L be an H-connected component of E,, i.e., the inverse 
image q$ (C) of a connected component C of E,/H. Again, z is H-invariant, and also 
f(L) is an H-invariant subspace of HO. Let X(L) be the subgroup of those elements 
of G(a, a) which leave ?I invariant, i.e., 
X(z) = {g E G(a, a) 1 g. ?; C z} < G(a, a). 
‘N(z) is called the holonomy group of the H-connected component z of the fiber E,. 
Since the action of G(a,a) on E, induces an action on E,/H, it follows that an 
element g E G(a, a) belongs to N(i) if and only if g . e E z for some element 
e E i. Since E is transitive, this implies that 3-I(i) acts on i transitively along the 
fibers of fix : z + j(z) C HO. Therefore f/z factors through the quotient projection 
- - 
z + L/X(L) as a continuous bijection 
i(z) : z/X(i) + f(x) c Ho. 
In particular, i(z) induces a new topology on f(z), called the leaf topology, which is 
finer that the one inherited from the space HO. The action of H on 2: induces an action on 
z/X(E) and i(x) q 1s e mvariant under this action. The set f(z) with the leaf topology 
and with the inherited action of H from HO is thus an H-connected right H-space, 
isomorphic to z/X(z). 
Definition 2.1. Let G and H be open groupoids and (E,p, f) a transitive H-invariant 
G-bundle. A leaf L of (E, p, f) associated to an H-connected component 2; of a fiber 
of (E,p, f) is the right H-space f(z) with the corresponding leaf topology and with 
the inherited action of H from HO. L is embedded if the leaf topology of L coincide 
with the topology inherited from the space HO. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G and H be open groupoids and (E, p, f) a transitive H-invariant 
G-bundle. Let 2; be an H-connected component of a fiber E, of E and i’ an H- 
connected component of a fiber E,l of E such that f(L) n f (z’) # 8. Then there exists 
an element g E G(a, a’) such that g. L = L’ and 9 0 Z(z) 0 g-’ = ?t(i’). In particular; 
f(z) = f(x’) and the leaf topologies of f(L) and f(z’) coincide. 
Proof. Let b E f(E) n f(Z’), and choose e E i, e’ E z’ such that f(e) = f(e’) = b. 
Since E is transitive, there exists an element g E G(a, a’) with g.e = e’. Since the action 
of g maps E, into E,, and the H-connected components of E, into the H-connected 
components of E,/, it follows that g . L c z’. Symmetrically, L > g-l i’, and hence 
g. 2] = z’. Let gi E Z(z), i.e., gi z c i. It follows that 
(gog,og-t).L’=(gogiog-‘)~(g.L)=(gog,).Lcg.jz=L’, 
so go?@)og-’ c ‘tl(z’). Ag, ain by symmetry we get N(z) > g-i o R(i’) o g, and 
hence go N(z) og-’ = x(z’). Thus the H-equivariant homeomorphism (g -) : z + 
z’ induces an H-equivariant homcomorphism m: z/7-l(~) -+ z’/Z(i’) with i(E) = 
i(Z’) om. 0 
Lemma 2.2 and surjectivity of f imply that for a given b E HO there exists a unique 
leaf L of E such that b E L, with a unique leaf topology. The leaves of E thus determine a 
partition of HO into H-invariant subsets. A leaf L of E may be associated to different H- 
connected components of different fibers, but the holonomy groups of these H-connected 
components are isomorphic. 
Definition 2.3. Let G and H be open groupoids and (E, p, f) a transitive H-invariant 
G-bundle. The holonom>l group N(L) of a leaf L of E is (up to an isomorphism) the 
holonomy group 3c(z) f o an H-connected component z of a fiber of E such that L is 
associated to z. 
Example 2.4. (1) In the case of the principal G-bundle over a topological space X 
which represents a Haefliger G-structure on X (Example 1.2( 1)) this definition matches 
the definition of leaves and holonomy of a G-structure [S]. In particular, in the special 
case of a foliation _F on a manifold A4 (Example 1.2(2)) this definition coincides with 
the classical definition of leaves and holonomy of FT. 
(2) Let p : X + Y be a continuous map between topological spaces. Viewing p as an 
X-invariant Y-bundle, the leaves of p are the connected components of the fibers of p 
and they are all embedded, with trivial holonomy groups. 
Proposition 2.5. Let G and H be open groupoids and (E! p> f) a transitive H-invariant 
G-bundle. If L is a leaf of E, then L/H is a leaf of the associated G-bundle E/H 
over Ho/H, and iFI Z T-t(L/H). 
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Proof. Directly by definition, qE : E + E/H maps the fibers of E into the fibers of 
E/H and the H-connected components of the fibers of E into the connected components 
of the fibers of E/H. Since IJE is also G-equivariant, the holonomy groups are preserved 
as well. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let $ : G + G’ and 4: H -+ H’ be continuous functors between 
open groupoids, (E,p, f) a transitive H-invariant G-bundle, (E’, p’, f ‘) a transitive 
HI-invariant G’-bundle and m: E --t E’ a continuous $+equivariant map. u z is 
an H-connected component of a jiber of (E, p, f), then m(L) lies in an HI-connected 
component i’ of a fiber of (E’, p’, f’), and $(x(i)) < ‘M(z’). In particulal; if L is 
a leaf of (E,p, f), then &o(L) lies in a leaf L’ of (E’,p’, f’) and $01~: L + L’ is 
continuous with respect to the leaf topologies. 
Proof. Let a E Go. Since $0 op = p’om, we have m(E,) c E$,,(a). Since m is 
equivariant, it induces a map E,/H + E$o(aI /H’ and hence maps an H-connected 
component E of E, into an H/-connected component i’ of E$,,ca,. Now if g E Z(z), 
we have g .z c L and thus 
$(g) . m(Z) = m(g L) C m(L). 
This implies that $(g) . z’ c z’, and therefore $~(3t(i)) < x(x’). Thus m induces 
a cont&uous equivariant map m’ : ~/ti(~) + ~‘/‘N(~‘), and clearly i(E’) o m’ = 
40 oi(L). 0 
3. The Reeh stability theorem for a transitive H-invariant G-bundle 
Recall from Example 2.4(2) that a leaf of a continuous map p : X -+ Y of topological 
spaces is a connected component of a fiber of p with the inherited topology from X. 
Lemma 3.1. Let p: X + Y be a continuous map of topological spaces, K a compact 
subset of X and U an open subset of X with U C K. If L is a closed Hausdoflleaf of 
p such that L n K = L n U # 0, then L c U. 
Proof. Since L is closed, Lfl K is closed in the compact K and hence compact. Since L 
is Hausdorff, L n K is closed in L. But L n K = L n U is also open in L and nonempty, 
and therefore L n U = L by connectedness of L. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a locally compact space and K a closed compact subset of X. 
Then X/K is locally compact and the restriction of the quotient projection q : X + X/K 
to the open subset X \ K of X is an open embedding. 
Proof. If U is an open neighbourhood of {K} in X/K, q-‘(U) is an open neighbour- 
hood of K in X. Since X is locally compact and K is compact there exists a compact 
neighbourhood W c q-‘(U) of K. Now K c Int(W), so Int(W) is saturated and open. 
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Therefore q(Int(W)) is open in X/K, q(W) . 1s a compact neighbourhood of {K} in 
X/K and q(W) c U. The rest of the lemma is a trivial consequence of the fact that K 
is closed. •I 
Theorem 3.3 (Reeb stability for a continuous function). Let X be a locally compact 
space, Y a locally Hausdofl space und p: X + Y a continuous map with Hausdorff 
leaves. Let L be a compact leaf of p which is open in the fiber p-’ (p(L)). Then for any 
open neighbourhood V of L there exists an open neighbourhood U c V of L which is 
u union of compact leaves of p. 
Proof. Clearly we can assume without loss of generality that Y is Hausdorff. Since the 
points of Y are closed, the fibers of p are closed and therefore the leaves of p are also 
closed. 
(i) Assume first that L = {z} for some point 5 E X and denote y = p(z). Since 
L is open in p-‘(y), there exists an open neighbourhood W of z in X such that W n 
p-Q) = {z}. S’ mce X is locally compact there is a compact neighbourhood K of z 
with K c V n W. Put R = K \ Int(K). N ow Int(K) is open in X and hence also in 
K, so R is closed in the compact K and therefore compact. Hence p(R) is compact in 
Y, and since Y is assumed to be Hausdorff, this yields that p(R) is closed in Y. Since 
W n p-‘(y) = {z} and IC E Int(K), we have R n p-‘(y) = 0 and hence y $ p(R). 
Take U = Int(K) n p-‘(Y \ p(R)). Clearly U is an open neighbourhood of ic with 
U c K c V. Let M be a leaf of p such that M n U # 0. It follows that p(M) 6 R and 
hence M n R = 8. This yields that M n K = M n U # 8, so Lemma 3.1 implies that 
M c U. Moreover, M is a closed subset of the compact K and therefore compact. It 
follows that U is a union of compact leaves of p. 
(ii) For the general case, denote by q: X + X/L the quotient projection. Now p = 
p’oq for a unique continuous function p’ :X/L + Y. By Lemma 3.2, X/L is locally 
compact and qIx\L is an open embedding. Now {L} is a leaf of p’. For any leaf M 
of p’, q-l(M) is a leaf of p and if M # {L} then q-‘(M) is isomorphic to M. V is 
saturated and hence q(V) is an open neighbourhood of {L} in X/L. Clearly all leaves 
of p’ are Hausdorff and {L} is open in p’-‘(p(L)) , so we can use the part (i) to find an 
open neighbourhood U’ c q(V) of {L} w IC IS a union of compact leaves of p’. Then h’ h 
we take U = q-’ (U’) and the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a locally compact space, Y a locally Hausdorjf space and 
p : X --t Y a continuous map with locally connected Hausdotifibers. Let L be a compact 
leaf of p. Then for any open neighbourhood V of L there exists an open neighbourhood 
U c V of L which is a union of compact leaves of p. 
Proof. Since the fibers of p are locally connected, the leaves are open in the correspond- 
ing Hausdorff fibers, and hence also Hausdorff. 0 
Theorem 3.5 (Reeb stability for a G-bundle). Let G be an open groupoid and (E, p, f) 
a transitive G-bundle over a topological space X. Assume that E is locally compact, 
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Go locally HausdorfSand (E, p, f) with locally connected HausdolfSBbers. Let L be a 
compact leaf of (E, p, f) with compact holonomy group. Then for any open neighbour- 
hood V of L in X there exists an open neighbourhood U C V of L in X which is a 
union of compact leaves of (E,p, f). 
Proof. Choose a E Ga and a connected component 2; of the fiber E, such that L is 
associated to z. Since Itl(x) is compact and L Z z/N(z) is compact, z is also compact. 
Applying Corollary 3.4 to the map p: E --t Go we can find an open neighbourhood 
i? c f-‘(V) of i in E which is a union of compact leaves of p, i.e., of compact 
connected components of the fibers of (E,p, f). Since f is open, U = f(c) c V is an 
open neighbourhood of L in X which is a union of compact leaves of (E,p, f). 0 
Theorem 3.6 (Reeb stability for an H-invariant G-bundle). Let G and H be open 
groupoids and (E, p, f) a transitive H-invariant G-bundle. Assume that E is locally 
compact, Go locally Hausdorff and (E, p, f ) with locally connected H-Hausdo @fibers. 
Let L be an H-compact leaf of (E,p, f) with compact holonomy group. Then for any 
H-invariant open neighbourhood V of L in HO there exists an H-invariant open neigh- 
bourhood U c V of L in HO which is a union of H-compact leaves of (E,p, f). 
Proof. Note that the associated G-bundle E/H over Ho/H is locally compact with 
locally connected Hausdorff fibers. By Proposition 2.5 L/H is a compact leaf for 
(EIH, P/H, f IH), and VIH IS an open neighbourhood of L/H in Ho/H. The result 
now follows from Theorem 3.5. 0 
Remark. Theorem 3.6 extends the Haefliger generalization of the Reeb stability theorem 
[8] for F-structures on topological spaces (Example 1.2( 1)) to arbitrary transitive H- 
invariant G-bundles. In particular, it gives a version of the Reeb stability theorem for 
foliations invariant under a group action (Example 1.2(3)) and a version of the Reeb 
stability theorem for nested foliations (Example 1.2(5)). 
4. Principal H-invariant G-bundles 
Definition 4.1. Let H be an open groupoid and (E, f) a right H-space. An H-path 
in (E, f) from a point e E E to a point e’ E E consists of a sequence (~i)~Zo of 
paths in E and a sequence (hi):=, of elements of HI such that ~(0) = e, hi E 
H(f(oi_l(l)), f(oi(O))), oi(O).hi = a,_,(l) for any i = 1,2,...,n, and ~~(1) = e’. 
Remark. Analogously one can consider G-paths in a left G-space, where G is an open 
groupoid. 
Proposition 4.2. Let H be an open groupoid and (E, f) a locally path connected right 
H-space. Then e, e’ E E lie in the same H-connected component of E if and only if 
there exists an H-path from e to e’. 
Proof. Any H-path in E from e to e’ clearly induce a path in E/H from @(e) to 
qE(e’). Conversely, assume that e and e’ lie in the same H-connected component of E. 
Hence qE(e) and QE(e’) lie in the same connected component of E/H. Since E is locally 
path connected, so is E/H and thus there exists a path a : [0, l] -+ E/H from gE (e) to 
qE(e’). Moreover, there is an open cover (Uj)j,, of E, consisting of the path connected 
sets. Now (q&J3))jEJ is an open cover of E/H and by compactness of c([O, I]) we 
canchooseapartitionO=to<ti <...<t7L<tlL+]=1andjo,jl,...,j,,~ Jsuch 
that a([&, &+I]) c q.g(U3%) for all i = 0, 1,. . , n, with e E Uj,, and e’ E Uj,k. We can 
find ei, e’, E U,% with qE(ei) = (I(t?,) and qE(e/,) = a(&+,), for all i = 0, 1,. ,n. In 
particular, we can take ee = e and ei = e’. Since Uj, is path connected, there exists 
a path oi in Uj, from ei to ei (i = 0, 1,. . ,n), and since qE(ei) = qE(ei_,), there 
exists hi E H(f(el,_,), f(ei)) with ei . hi = e:_,, for any i = 1,2,. . . , n. This gives an 
H-path from e to e’. 0 
Let H be an open groupoid such that HO is locally path connected. Since Ho is 
a right H-space, we can speak about H-paths in HO. Let ba E HO. An H-loop Ho 
with the base point ba is an H-path in HO from ba to ba, i.e., a sequence (ai)yzo of 
paths in HO and a sequence (hi):=, of elements of H, with ~(0) = grL ( 1) = bo and 
hi E H(gi-,(l),gi(O)) f or all i = 1,2,. . , TX. Denote such an H-loop simply by 
cm h, . . h, . ao. 
If gi is the constant path for some 0 < i < n, we identify 0, . h, . . . h, cro with the 
H-loopo,.h,...(hi+,ohi).oi_,... h, q,. Further, if hi = lb for some 1 < i < n, 
we identify cr,. h, . . . h, .a0 with the H-loop cn. h,, . hi+, . (cT~cT~._,)  h, . CQ, where 
uigi-.i denotes the usual concatenation of 0i-i and Ui. These identifications generate an 
equivalence relation between the H-loops in HO with the base point be, referred to as 
equivalence of H-loops. 
A deformation of an H-loop cm . h, . . . h, . uo to an H-loop a; . h;. . . h’, CT; 
consists of homotopies Di : [0, 11’ + Ho from D.i(O,-) = ui to Di( 1, -) = ui (i = 
0, 1,. . . , n) and paths di : [0, l] + H, from hi to hi (i = 1,2,. . . , n) such that 
Do([O, 11,O) = Dn([O, 11, 1) = {bo)> d omodi = Di-I(-,l) and cododi = Di(-,O) 
for all i = 1,2,. . . , n. Two H-loops are of the same homotopy class if one can pass 
from one to another in a sequence of deformations and equivalences. With the obvious 
concatenation, the homotopy classes of H-loops in HO with the base point be form a 
group 
called the fundamental group of the open groupoid H with the base point bo. In the 
case H is &ale, this is simply the (Grothendieck) fundamental group of the classifying 
topos of H. For different descriptions of this group in this case, see [12,15]. The group 
~1 (H, bo) clearly depends only on the H-connected component C of HO with bo E C. 
If H is a locally path connected topological space X, this group is exactly the classical 
fundamental group of X. If H is a discrete group, then ~1 (H) = H. 
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Let H’ be another open groupoid with Hi locally path connected, let 4: H --+ H’ 
be a continuous functor and let ba E Ho. The functor 4 induces a homomorphism 
4* : ~1 (H, bo) --+ ~1 (H’, 40@0)) 
which associates to the homotopy class of an H-loop cn . h, . . . hl cro in HO the 
homotopy class of the H’-loop (40 o gn) 4(h,) q5(hl) (40 o 00) in H& 
If H is an open groupoid and (E, f) a locally path connected right H-space, we 
define the fundumentul group of (E, f) with respect to a base point e E E to be the 
fundamental group xi (H(E), e) of the associated open groupoid H(E). If (E’, f’) is 
another locally path connected right H-space and m: E -+ E’ an H-equivariant map, 
m induces a continuous functor H(m) : H(E) --t H(E’) in the obvious way, and 
hence a homomorphism m, = H(m) + : ~1 (H(E), e) + ~1 (H(E’), m(e)). Note that 
the H-loops in H(E)0 are precisely the H-loops in the right H-space (E, f). If m is a 
covering projection, the unique path lifting property clearly implies the unique H-path 
lifting property. Moreover, homotopic H-paths lift to homotopic H-paths. In particular, 
m, is in this case injective. 
Proposition 4.3. Let G be an e’tale_groupoid, H an open groupoid and (E, p, f) a 
principal H-invariant G-bundle. If L is an H-connected component of a fiber of E, 
then the holonomy group X(z) d’ IS tscrete and acts properly discontinuously on z. 
Proof. Let a E Go such that z c E,. Since G is &ale, G(a, u) is discrete and hence 
so is X(z). Take any e E z. Since E is principal, f is a local homeomorphism and 
therefore we can find an open neighbourhood V of e in E such that f ]v is injective. 
Put U = V n ?/. Let g E X(z) and e’ E U such that g. e’ E U. Now f(g e’) = f(e’) 
and by injectivity of f on V > U it follows that g e’ = e’. But the action of G is free, 
thereforeg=l,.Thusg.UnU=(nforanygEX(?I)\{l,}. 0 
Let G be an &ale groupoid, H an open groupoid and (E, p, f) a principal H-invariant 
G-bundle with locally path connected fibers. Let e E E. Now e lies in a unique H- 
connected component z of the fiber Epce) of E. Let L be the associated leaf of z, i.e., 
the unique leaf of E with f(e) E L. S’ mce X(z) acts properly discontinuously on z, 
the H-equivariant map c: 2; + z/X(x) ” L . IS a covering projection. In particular, 
L is locally path connected. By the unique H-path lifting property for c we obtain a 
surjective homomorphism 
% : m (H(L), f(e)) ---+ ‘WEI 6 G(de),de)), 
called the holonomy homomorphism of the leaf L with respect to the base point e. If 
r = cn . h, . . . hl .a0 is an H-loop in L with the base point f(e) and Cn h, . hl . CO 
is the unique lift of r in z with 50(O) = e, then Z,([r]) is the unique element of X(z) 
such that X,( [T])-’ . e = 5n( 1). Here [r] denotes the homotopy class of 7. 
If e’ is another point in E with f(e’) = f(e), the homomorphisms 7-& and 7&l differ 
by conjugation by the uniquely determined g E Gi such that 9. e = e’. If e” is a point in 
E such that f(e”) E L, the homomorphisms 31, and 3t,~ are again isomorphic, but now 
the isomorphism depends on the choice of an H-path in L from f(e) to f(e”). In other 
words, each leaf L of E determines (up to an isomorphism) the holonomy homomorphism 
XL of L, 
;YL : TTI (H(L)) + G. 
Theorem 4.4. Let $ : G + G’ be a continuous functor between &tale groupoids, 
4: H + H’ a continuous functor between open groupoids, (E,p, f) a principal H- 
invariant G-bundle, (E’,p’, f’) a i Trincipal H’-invariant G’-bundle and m : E + E’ a 
continuous $+equivariant map. Assume that both (E, p, f) and (E’, p’, f ‘) have locally 
path connectedfibers. Let e E E, let L be the leaf of (E,p, f) with f(e) E L and let L’ 
the leaf of (E’,p’, f’) with f’(m(e)) E L’. Then C&(L) c L’ and 
$03-1, = %&(e) O @OIL)*. 
Hence 1c, 0%~ g ‘MA! o(&]L)*. 
Proof. Let z be the H-connected component of EP(C~ with e E z and z’ the H’ 
connected component of E$CmCejj with m(e) E z’. Proposition 2.6 implies that m(Z) c 
z’ and +0(L) c L’. If 7 = gn. h., . hl ‘00 is an H-loop in L with the base point f(e), 
there is the unique lift sn . h,, . . hl ‘60 of 7 in z with 60(O) = e. Now 
(moe,). 4(h,)...d(h1). (mo50) 
is an H-path in L’ with the initial point m(e), and is exactly the lift of the H-loop 
(400%) .4(bL)..~d(h) (40 o ao) with the base point f’(m(e)). Therefore 
+(%e[7])-* m(e) = m(?-1,[7]-1 . e) = m(C,(l)) 
= %,(,) ((Qo~L)+[~-~ . m(e). 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let ,$ : G --t G’ be an &tale functor between &tale groupoids, H an open 
groupoid and (E,p, f) a p rincipal H-invariant G-bundle with locally path connected 
fibers. Then the tensor product (G’ @G E, G’ @G P, G’ COG f) of E with G’ along ?I, is 
a principal H-invariant G’-bundle with locally path connected$bers, and the leaves of 
(E, p, f) are precisely the leaves of (G’ @G E, G’ @G p, G' @G f), with the same leaf 
topology. 
Proof. Recall that G’@G E is the orbit space of the pullback G’, x G;)E with a right action 
of G. Since f is a local homeomorphism, it follows straightforwardly that G’@G f and the 
quotient projection G’, xc;, E -+ G’@G E are local homeomorphisms, and that (G’ @G 
E, G’@Gp, G’@G f) is a principal H-invariant G’-bundle. Since f = G’@G f 0 $E, $,E 
is also a local homeomorphism. Let u’ E G& The fiber (G’@G E),, is the orbit space of 
the G-invariant subspace Gy’ xG;, E = codd’(a’) XC;, E of G’, xG;, E. The space Gy’ 
is discrete, and for any fixed g’ E G’,“’ we have {g’} x G;I E g UaE+,;l Cdomg,j E, C 
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E. Since $0’ (dom 9’) is also discrete, E, is open in UaEtil~(domg,) E, for any IL E 
$0’ (dom 9’). S’ mce each fiber of E is Iocally path connected, this yields that Gy’ XGI 
E is locally path connected, and hence also (G’ @G E),, is locally path connected. 
Moreover, for any a E $0’ (a’), the restriction 
$E]E, : Ea -t (G’ @G @a, 
is a local homeomorphism. Let a E ${‘(a’), let z be an H-connected component of E, 
and let z’ be the H-connected component of (G’ @G E),J with $~(z) C x’. Since z 
is open in E, and ?;’ is open in (G’ 63~ E),J, 
is also a local homeomorphism. 
Take e E z and assume that g’ @ e’ is a point of z’ which lies in the same path 
connected component of z’ as l++(e)) @ e. Since (G’ @G E),, is the orbit space of 
G/,“’ x G;, E, Proposition 4.2 implies that there exists a G-path a, gn . gt . era from 
(l~,~(~(~)), e  to (g’, e’) in Gy’ Xc;) E. Since G ‘1”’ is discrete, for any i = 0, 1, . , n we 
have 
ai = (91,6%(t)), t E [O,ll? 
for an element g: E G’,“’ and a path pi in E. In particular, $o(p(pi(t))) = domg: for all 
t E [0, 11, and since $0 is a local homeomorphism, p o pi is a constant function as well, 
for all i = 0, 1,. . ,n. Further, gi’ .pi(O) = p,_](l) and 
g; =$(gio...ogi)-’ 
foranyi= 1,2,...,n,Nowthepaths((g,o...ogl_)-’.-)op,,(i=O,l!...,n)con- 
catenate in a path from e to (gn o . . . o gt )-’ . e’ in L and 
$E((gn 0. . .o g’)-’ . e’) = g’ Cf3 e’. 
This proves that any path connected component of i’ which intersects +~(i) lies 
in @E(E). Since $E is H-equivariant, this implies that $~(z) = z’. Now since 
$~(i; : L -+ z’ is an open surjection, it induces a homeomorphism between the cor- 
responding leaves. 0 
Let G be an Ctale groupoid. Denote by a the &ale groupoid of germs of home- 
omorphisms between open subsets of Go. There is a canonical continuous functor 
YG: G ---+ I, 
given by 
‘-fG(g) = germ&,,,,, [ codo(dom lu)-‘1 
for any g E Gi, where U is a small neighbourhood of g in Gi. If 7~ is faithful, G is 
referred to as an S-atlas [?‘I. In any case, YG is &ale, since it is the identity on objects. 
Let H be an open groupoid and (E,p, f) a p rincipal H-invariant G-bundle with locally 
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path connected fibers. Take e E E and let L be the leaf of (E,p,f) with f(e) E L. 
The geometric holonomy homomorphism of L with respect to the base point e is the 
composition 
Y’% = YG"% : 7~ (H(L), f(e)) - r(Go) (P(e),P(e)). 
As the holonomy homomorphism, the geometric holonomy homomorphism depends up 
to an isomorphism only on the leaf L. Thus we can define (up to an isomorphism) the 
geometric holonomy homomorphism 7%~ : 7rn;l (H(L)) -+ I’(Go) of L and the geometric 
holonomy group 731(L) of L as is the image of 731~ in r(Gc). 
Theorem 4.6 (Reeb stability for a principal G-bundle). Let G be an &ale groupoid with 
Go locally Hausdollfs and (E, p, f) a p rincipal G-bundle with locally path connected 
Hausdofljbers over a locally compact space X. Let L be a compact leaf of (E, p, f) 
with finite (geometric) holonomy group. Then for any open neighbourhood V of L in 
X there exists an open neighbourhood U C V of L in X which is a union of compact 
leaves of (E, p, f) with jinite (geometric) holonomy groups. 
Proof. (i) Assume first that the holonomy of L is finite. Since X is locally compact and 
f is a local homeomorphism, E is also locally compact. Choose e E _E with f(e) E L, 
and let z be the connected component of the fiber EP(e) with e E L. Since ‘tl(z) is 
finite and L FZ x/Z(x) IS compact, z is also compact. Applying Corollary 3.4 to the 
map p we can find an open neighbourhood U c f -’ (V) of L in E which is a union 
of compact leaves of p, i.e., of compact connected components of fibers of (E,p, f). 
Proposition 4.3 implies that the holonomy group of a compact connected component of 
a fiber of (E, p, f) is finite. Thus U = f (6) c V is an open neighbourhood of L in X 
which is a union of compact leaves of (E,p, f) with finite holonomy groups. 
(ii) Assume that the geometric holonomy of L is finite. By Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 
4.5, the tensor product r(Ga) @G E of E with r(Go) along 7~ has locally path 
connected fibers and exactly the same leaves as E. Moreover, the geometric holonomy 
group of a leaf of E is exactly the holonomy group of the same leaf regarded as a 
leaf of r(Ge) @G E. Since E has Hausdorff fibers, the leaves of E are Hausdorff, and 
therefore the fibers of r(Go) @G E are also Hausdorff. The theorem thus follows from 
the part (i). [7 
Example 4.7. Let G be an S-atlas. If (E, p, f) is the principal G-bundle which repre- 
sents a Haefliger G-structure on a topological space X (Example 1.2(l)), Theorem 4.6 
expresses the Haefliger generalization of the Reeb stability theorem [S]. In particular, it 
generalizes the classical Reeb stability theorem for foliations on manifolds (see Example 
1.2(3)). Theorem 4.6 also gives the Reeb Stability Theorem for foliated manifolds with 
modular singularities (Example 1.2(6)). 
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5. Right linear categories and differentials 
In Section 7 we will generalize the results of Sections 3 and 4 in a similar way 
Thurston generalized the Reeb stability theorem in [ 191. The Thurston generalization can 
be essentially reduced to a theorem concerning groups of germs of diffeomorphisms of 
Rq with differential 1, which was simplified in [ 17,181. In Section 6 we shall prove the 
infinite dimensional version of that theorem (Theorem 6.3). To facilitate the proof, we will 
define in this section differentiable categories and investigate some of their properties. 
From now on, IF will denote the field R or @. 
Definition 5.1. A right linear category over ll? is a category C which satisfies 
(1) C(a: b) is a vector space over IF, for any a, b E ObC (we denote by Oa,b the 
neutral element of C(a, b)), 
(2) -0 x : C(b, c) + C(a, c) is linear, for any a, b, c E Ob C and any z E C(a, b), 
(3) C(b, c) oOa,b = O,,, for any a, b, c E Ob C. 
Remark. A linear category is a right linear category in which the obvious duals of the 
Conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied as well. 
Notation. Let C be a right linear category. A morphism A E C(b, c) is linear if 
A o - : C(a, b) + C(u, c) is linear for any c E Ob C. For example, Oa,b and the identity 
morphism 1, E C(u, u) are linear, for any a, b E Ob C. The linear morphisms of C 
clearly form a linear subcategory of C, which will be denoted by 05’. 
Definition 5.2. Let C, D be right linear categories. A functor F : C -+ D is linear if 
Flc(a,b) : c(a, b) + D(Fa, Fb) 
is linear for any a, b E Ob C. 
Definition 5.3. Let C be a right linear category. A (senzi)norm on C is a function 
II-11 : u c(a, b) + P, ~0) 
a,bEObC 
such that II-11 IC(a,b) is a (semi)norm on C(u, b) f or any a, b E Ob C. A (semi)norm )I-/1 
on C is submultiplicative if I] l,l] = 1 and 
llx OYII G llzll IIYII 
for any IC E C(b, c), y E C(u, b), a, b, c E Ob C. A (semi)norrned (right) linear category 
is a pair (C, l]-ll), w h ere C is a (right) linear category and I\-/] is a submultiplicative 
(semi)norm on C. A (right) Banach category is a normed (right) linear category (C, ij-jl) 
such that the normed space (C(u, b), //-/I / c(~,~I) is complete, for any a, b E ObC. 
Remark. Banach categories need not be additive. 
Example 5.4. (1) A Banach algebra A with identity is a Banach category with ObA a 
singleton set. 
(2) The category Ban of Banach spaces and bounded linear operators is a Banach 
category. 
(3) Let Ob C = Ob Ban and let C(X, JJ) be the vector space of continuous functions 
f : X + y, for any pair of Banach spaces X, y. Then C is a right linear category. We 
can define a function [l-lloo : JJX,YEObC C(X, Y) + [0, cm] by 
for any f E C(X, y). Th’ f 1s Unction satisfies the usual properties of a norm, and for any 
f E C(X,J% 9 E C(Y, 2) we have llgo.flL < llglL,. 
Definition 5.5. Let C be a right linear category. A B-linearization of C is a linear 
functor 
where B is a Banach category. A B-linearization D of C is called a B-differential on 
C if there exists a sequence (l/-l~l~)~z, of norms on C such that 
limsup IbOY --2O~lln 
IIY - +L 
< lpll 
n+cc 
for any x E C(b, c) and any two distinct IJ, z E C(a, b), a, b, c E Ob C. A differential 
category is a triple (C, V, B), where C is a right linear category and 2) is a B-differential 
on C. 
Remark. In Appendix A we will show that differentiable categories naturally arise from 
the affine manifolds. 
Lemma 5.6. Let C and D be right linear categories, 55, a B-differential on C and 
F : D + C a faithful linear jiinctol: Then V 0 F is a B-differential on D. 
Proof. Since F is faithful, Flo(,,b) : D(a, b) -+ C(Fa, Fb) is injective, for any a, b E 
Ob D. Since V is a B-differential, there exists a family of norms (li-lln)~?, on C as in 
Definition 5.5. This family induces a family of norms (IIF-lln)~=, on D. Now for any 
IC E D(b, c) and any two distinct y, z E D(a, b) we have 
limsup IIF(zoy - xoz)I/n 
(lF(y - z)lln = ‘ii:’ 
IIFzoFy - Fzo Wn < l,VFzl,, 
n+m IIFY - Wn 
and hence V o F is a B-differential. 0 
Example 5.7. Let Ob C = Ob Ban and for any X, y E ObBan let C(X, JJ) be the 
vector space of functions f : X + y which are continuously differentiable on some open 
neighbourhood of 0 E X, preserve bounded sets and satisfy f(0) = 0. Clearly C is a 
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right linear category. Note that a morphism f of C is linear if and only if it is a bounded 
linear operator, so LC = Ban c C. 
If f E C(X, y) and 5 E X such that f is differentiable at 5, we denote by Dfz g 
Ban(X, Y) the differential of f at 2. We have a natural Ban-linearization V on C given 
as the identity on objects and by 
D(f) = Dfo 
for any f E C(X,Y). Ob serve that 23* = 2) and 23(C) = Ban, so V is a projector on 
Ban. 
Now define for any T E [0, oo) a seminorm on C by 
llfllr = ,,“;;$ Ilf(~)ll 
2 \T 
for any f E C(X,Y). Th’ is is well defined since f preserves bounded sets. Since f is 
continuous on an open neighbourhood of 0, we have 
JFo llfllr = llfllo = Ilfu9ll = 0. 
Note that if g E C(Y, Z), then 
llg0.m G llgll1lflI?. 
for all T 3 0. Moreover, if A E Ban(X,Y), then llAllr = r IlAll. It follows that /I-/IT 
is actually a norm on Ban for any T > 0. We can define also llfl] = ]/D(f)\] for any 
f E C(X, Y), obtaining a submultiplicative seminorm on C which extends the standard 
norm on Ban. From the definition of the differential Dfo one can easily see that 
llfll = llW)II = lIDfoIl = !lim,!+ 
It follows that 23(f) is the unique linear morphism in C(X, Y) which satisfies 
*im Ilf - WIIT = 0, 
r-+0 r 
Moreover, if f, g E C(X, Y) and h E C(Y, Z), the mean value theorem [I l] gives us 
for any 5 E X small enough 
llh(f(4) - h(g(4)II G llf(4 - g(4ll ;sc IIDhZ,II: 
where 5’ is the segment between f(x) and g(x). It follows that for small T 
llhof-hogIL G Ilf-gllr~,~~~IlWr 
where now T = (2’ E X I llz’ll < ma4 Ilfllr, IlglL) 1. If gerrnof # gerrnog, then 
(1 f - gllr > 0 for any r > 0 and by continuity of the differential D/Q around 0 we get 
limsup “‘Of - hog]]T < l(D(h)l]. 
T-+0 Ilf - sllr ’ (1) 
Define now a new category GBan with Ob SBan = Ob Ban such that for any X, y E 
Ob Ban, GBan(K, Y) is the vector space of germs at 0 of continuously differentiable 
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functions f : U + Y, defined on an open neighbourhood U c X of 0 with f (0) = 0. 
This is also a right linear category, and the natural functor 
germ, : C + &YBan 
is linear, the identity on objects and full on morphisms. Note also that we can identify 
LGBan = Ban. Moreover, ‘D factors through germO, so we obtain a Ban-linearization of 
GBan, which will be denoted by GV. 
For any X, Y E ObBan, we can choose a linear injection 
Q = ax,y :GBan(X,Y) + C(X,Y) 
such that geq,(a(w)) = w for any w E GBan(X, Y). (Y may not be a functor, but 
if 2, E GBan(X, Y) and w E GBan(Y, Z), the functions Q(W OV) and Q(W) o G(V) 
determine the same germ at 0 and hence they coincide on some neighbourhood of 0. 
Using (Y, the seminorm [l-llr induces a seminorm on GBan, which will be denoted 
again by jl-jlr, for all T > 0. But l/-II7 IS in fact a norm on GBan for any T > 0. 
Moreover, the inequality (1) gives us 
lim sup ” 
wou-wow&. = lim sup ll~(w) O ~(~) - Ly(w) O clu(v)ll’ 
r+O lb - 47 r+o II47L) - 4v)llr 
G IP(4w))ll = llG~(w)II 
for any w E $TBan(y, 2) and any two distinct u, v E GBan(X, Y). It follows that GD 
is a Ban-differential, so (GBan, GD, Ban) is a differential category. 
6. Representations of groups in the differential categories 
A representation of a groupoid K in a category C (or a C-representation of K) is a 
functor R: K -+ C. R is called trivial if R]K(~,~) is a constant map for any a, b E Ko. 
If 7r is a group and C a category, a C-representation of YT is thus a homomorphism of 
groups R: T + C-‘(a, CA), where C-‘( a, a) is the group of isomorphisms in C(a, a), 
for some a E ObC. In particular, if X is a Banach space, Ban(X, X) is a Banach 
category, and a Ban(X, X)-representation of r is a representation of 7r in the classical 
sense. 
If X is a vector space, the underlying Abelian group X can be seen as a category with 
Ob X a singleton set, so we can speak about X-representations of a groupoid K. 
Example 6.1. Let & be a Banach space and A4 a C’-&-manifold, i.e., a C’-manifold 
modeled on & [ 111. Let rc~ (M) be the &ale groupoid of germs of diffeomorphisms 
between open subsets of M. For any x E M, choose a chart (UZ, 4%) on M with 
z E U, and &(x) = 0. Define a representation PM of I’cl (M) in the category GBan 
(Example 5.7) by 
PM(germ,f) = germ, [&,ofo4;‘] E GBan(E,E) 
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for any germz f E rc~ (M)(z, y). The representation PM is clearly faithful. Another 
choice of charts gives a naturally isomorphic representation. 
Notation. Let rr be a finitely generated group, B a finite basis (i.e., a finite set of 
generators) for 7r with 1 E B = B-’ and let X be a normed space. Further let P be 
a subset of rr with B C P and let E 3 0. A (P,e)-approximate X-representation is a 
function 
such that for any g, g’ E P with g/g E P we have 
1177(9’9) - VU) - 4711 G E. 
We say that 77 is normed if 
Note that a (.rr, 0)-approximate X-representation is exactly an X-representation of 7r. 
Recall now the following result of Thurston [19, Lemma 11: 
Lemma 6.2. Let r be a finitely generated group and let B be a jinite basis jar T with 
1 E B = B-‘. Then nontrivial F-representations of T exist if and only if normed 
(B1, &)-approximate F-representations exist for any E > 0 and any integer 1 3 1. 
Theorem 6.3. Let r be a finitely generated group, (C, V, B) a differential category 
over F and R a C-representation of r. Then either 
(i) R is trivial, or 
(ii) ZJ o R is nontrivial, or 
(iii) there exists a nontrivial IF-representation of K. 
Proof. Assume that R is nontrivial and V o R is trivial. Let a be the object of C such 
that R : 7~ + C-‘(a,~). Choose a finite basis B for K with 1 E B = B-‘. Since D 
is a B-differential, there exists a sequence of norms (Il-]/n)rz, on C as in Definition 
5.5. By Lemma 6.2 it is enough to show that for any E > 0 and any integer 1 3 1 there 
exists a normed (Bt, &)-approximate IF-representation. Take therefore E > 0 and 1 > 1, 
and let 6 > 0 be so small that ((1 - 1)b + 1)6 < E. If g, g’ E 7r and R(g) # l,, we have 
D(R(g’) - la) = OZ)~,D~ and hence 
lim II(R(g’) - 1,)0’(g) - (‘(g’) - ‘,)lln = 0 
7l-+M 11%) - Llln 
Since Bt is finite, we can choose m 3 1 such that 
II - la> 0%) - (G’) - la>II, G 11%) - 1,1[,6 
for any g, g’ E Bt. 
Denote M = max+B ilR(g) - 1,11,. S’ mce R is nontrivial, we have M > 0. Define 
now 7: B’ --+ C(a, u) by 
rl(g’) = &(R(g’) - la), g’ E B’. 
First we will prove by induction that for any integer Ic, 1 < k < I, 
1177(g’)11,, G (k - 1)s + k (2) 
for any g’ E B”. This is clearly true for k = 1. Assume now that (2) holds for some 
Ic < 1, take any r E B”+’ and write T = g’g for some g’ E B” and g E B. Then we 
have 
[[WI/, = &R(g’g) - lullm = +(g’)oR(g) - L/l, 
= &g’) OR(g) - 1, + R(g’) - R(g’) + R(g) - R(g) + 1, - 1,/l, 
G &[I(%) - la)oR(g) - (Wg’) - ‘a>[[, + j+(d) - l& 
f&w - lJn 
G &llW - Ll11,,6 + &R(g’) - lull, + &llW - lallTn 
= llrlkdll,~ +117?(.9’)11, + Ilrl(g)II,, 
<6+(Ic-l)6+Ic+l=M+(Ic+l). 
This proves (2). In particular we have for any g’ E B’ 
llr1(g’)ll, G (1 - 1)6 + 1. 
Now take any g, g’ E B’ such that g’g E B’. The previous inequality yields 
114g’g) - rl(g’) - rl(g)Il, = &(g’g) - 1, - R(g’) + 1, - R(g) + 1,/j, 
= &- )I (R(g’) - la) OR(g) - (Wg’) - la> Ilrn 
G j/#(g) - 1,11,6 = llrl(g)11,6 G (0 - 1)6 ++ 
< E. 
It follows that 7 is a (B’, &)-approximate (C(a, a), 11-lI,)-representation. Clearly 77 is 
normed. Choose now a bounded linear functional 
f : (W, a), Il-llm) - F 
of norm 1 such that f(v(g)) = 1 f or an element g E B with /[R(g)- l,II,,, = 111. Then we 
take w = f o 7. It follows that w is a normed (Br , &)-approximate IF-representation. 0 
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7. Linear holonomy and Reeb stability 
An &ale groupoid G is called difSerentiable if both Go and Gt are C’-&-manifolds 
[ 111, for a fixed Banach space & over W, and the domain and the codomain map of G are 
local C’-diffeomorphisms. The dimension of G is the dimension of &. For example, if 
n/r is a C’-&-manifold, the &ale groupoid rcl (M) of germs of diffeomorphisms between 
open subsets of M is differentiable. 
Let G be a differentiable Ctale groupoid. The canonical &ale functor ‘-j’G now maps 
G in the differentiable &ale groupoid rcl (Go), 
YG : G 4 rcl (Go). 
In particular, for each g E Gt we can compute the differential &G(g) of the germ 
yG(g), which is a continuous linear map between the Banachable tangent spaces of Ge 
(see 1111) 
&G(g) = -/G(g)* domg : TdomgGo + %dgGo. 
Thus G acts continuously on the tangent bundle T(Ga) of Go by 
9 . ‘t = d-YG(g)(<) 
for any g E G and any [ E Tdomg Go. Choose a norm on the Banachable tangent space 
T,Go, for any a E Go. Then 
dyG:G +Ban 
is a Ban-representation of G. 
Let W be an open groupoid and (E, p, f) a principal H-invariant G-bundle with 
locally path connected fibers. Take e E E and let L be the leaf of (E,p, f) with f(e) E 
L. The linear holonomy homomorphism of L with respect to the base point e is the 
composition 
C’S = dYGo%:w(H(L),f(e)) --+ Ban(T,(,)Go,T,(,)Go). 
In the same way as the holonomy homomorphism, the linear holonomy homomorphism 
depends up to an isomorphism only on the leaf L. Therefore we can define (up to an 
isomorphism) the linear holonomy homomorphism C7-l~ : ~1 (H(L)) + Ban of L and 
the linear holonomy group LX(L) of L as the image of ,!XL in Ban. 
Proposition 7.1. Let G be a differentiable S-atlas, H an open groupoid and (E,p, f) 
a transitive H-invariant G-bundle. Let L be a leaf of (E,p, f) such that KerdyGIX(L) 
is jinitely generated and Hom(Ker d-@(q~), Iw) = (0). Then Ker dTG IRc~) is trivial. 
Proof. A choice of charts as in Example 6.1 determines a faithful GBan-representation 
PGt, 0 ?‘G : G + Wan 
of G (Example 5.7). The composition GD o PGI, o YG is isomorphic to dYG. The re- 
striction R of the representation PGll 0 YG to the group Ker d?G IX(L) is now a GBan- 
representation of Ker d’yGlR(~), and the composition &!J o R is trivial. Now Theorem 
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6.3 yields that R is trivial. But ,@(, 0 -@ is faithful, therefore the group Ker dYGlx(L) is 
trivial. 0 
Corollary 7.2. Let G be a differentiable S-atlas, H an open groupoid and (E, p, f) a 
locally compact transitive H-invariant G-bundle with locally connected H-Hausdor# 
fibers. Let L be an H-compact leaf of (E,p, f) such that 
(1) KerdyG&) is finitely generated, 
(2) Hom(Kerdy&(L), a) = {O}, and 
(3) the linear holonomy group of L is jnite. 
Then the holonomy group of L is finite, and for any H-invariant open neighbourhood 
V of L in Ho there exists an H-invariant open neighbourhood U c V of L in Ho 
which is a union of H-compact leaves of (E,p, f). 
Proof. Proposition 7.1 implies that the holonomy of L is also finite, and hence the 
conditions of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. 0 
Theorem 7.3. Let G be a difSerentiable S-atlas, H an open groupoid with Ho locally 
compact and (E, p, f) a p rincipal H-invariant G-bundle with locally path connected 
H-Hausdofljibers. Let L be an H-compact leaf of (E,p, f) such that 
(1) Ker C?~L is finitely generated, 
(2) Hom(KerL;FtL, R) = {0}, and 
(3) the linear holonomy group of L is finite. 
Then the holonomy group of L is finite, and for any H-invariant open neighbourhood 
V of L in Ho there exists an H-invariant open neighbourhood U C V of L in Ho 
which is a union of H-compact leaves of (E, p, f). 
Proof. Since Ho is locally compact and f a local homeomorphism, E is also locally 
compact. Note that for the surjective homomorphism 31~ : ~1 (H(L)) + ‘R(L) we have 
3tL(KerfXL) = KerdyGjx(L). 
This implies that Ker d-yG IR(L) in finitely generated and Hom(KerdyGIx(L), R) = (0). 
Proposition 7.1 now yields that the holonomy of L is also finite, and hence we can use 
Theorem 3.6. q 
Remark. Theorem 7.3 generalizes the Thurston version of the Reeb stability theorem 
for foliations on manifolds 119, Theorem 2, Corollary 21. 
Corollary 7.4. Let X be a locally compact space, G a differentiable &tale groupoid and 
(E, p, f) a principal G-bundle over X with locally path connected Hausdoflfibers. Let 
L be a compact leaf of (E, p, f) such that 
(1) Ker LX, is finitely generated, 
(2) Hom(Ker L’?LL, R) = {0}, and 
(3) the linear holonomy group of L isJinite. 
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Then the geometric holonomy group of L is finite, and for any open neighbourhood 
V of L there exists an open neighbourhood U c V of L which is a union of compact 
leaves of (E, p, f) with finite geometric holonomy groups. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5, we can assume without loss of generality that 
G is an S-atlas. The corollary now follows from Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 4.6. 0 
Proposition 7.5. Let G be a differentiable &ale groupoid of real dimension one, H 
an open groupoid and (E, p, f) a p rincipal H-invariant G-bundle with locally path 
connected$bers. Let L be a leaf of (E,p, f) such that Hom(rri (H(L)), IR) = (0). Then 
the linear holonomy group of L has at most two elements. 
Proof. Since G is of real dimension one, the linear holonomy homomorphism &Zfl~ of 
L maps ~1 (H(L)) into a group isomorphic to the multiplicative group R \ (0). Hence 
we can form the homomorphism log ]C’ML ( from rri (H(L)) into the additive group R, 
which must be trivial by assumption. Therefore the image of C31~ has at most two 
elements. 0 
Remark. Let L be a compact leaf of a transversely oriented foliation of codimension one 
on a manifold, with trivial cohomology H’(L;IR) (or equivalently, Hom(nl (L),JR) = 
(0)). Proposition 7.5 implies that the linear holonomy group of L has at most two ele- 
ments. But the foliation is transversely oriented, and hence the linear holonomy is trivial. 
Now all the conditions of Corollary 7.4 are satisfied, and therefore L has a neighbour- 
hood of compact leaves. In this sense, Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 7.5 generalize the 
Thurston (local) version of the Reeb stability theorem for transversely oriented codimen- 
sion one foliations on manifolds [19, Theorem 11. 
Appendix 
A. Affine manifolds 
In this Appendix we will show that the germs of Cl-maps of an affine manifold [6,10] 
provide a natural example of a differentiable category. 
Let I be a fixed Banach space over F. Recall that if X, y are Banach spaces and U 
an open subset of X, a mapping f : U + Y is locally afJine if for any x E U there exists 
a bounded linear operator A E Ban(X, Y) such that 
f(x+h) = f(x)+Ah 
for any h E X small enough. In particular, f is analytic (real analytic when IF = R) and 
A is the differential DfZ of f at x. 
Definition A.l. An afine &-atlas on a set M is an &-atlas (Uz, 4z)zEI on M such that 
4i04;‘14J(v,“v,) :&( uinuj) +4i(uinuj) 
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is locally affine for any i, j E I. An ujjine &-manifold is a set M, together with a maximal 
affine &-atlas. 
Remark. In particular, any affine manifold is an analytic (real analytic when F = JR) 
manifold. If f : M + M’ is a map between affine manifolds, we define that f is c@ze 
if for any z E M there exist charts (U, 4) for M and (V, $4) for M’ with 2 E U and 
f(U) c V such that 
+ofo4-‘:+(~) --+G(V) 
is locally affine. One sees immediately that this condition is in fact independent on the 
choice of charts. 
Example A.2. It is easy to see that S’, T2 and the Mobius strip can be equipped with 
an affine structure. Of course, any open subset of E is an affine &-manifold. A disjoint 
union or a product of affine manifolds is again an affine manifold. 
Notation. Let M be a C’-E-manifold. If a, b E M, we denote by A(M)(a, b) the set of 
germs at a of Cl-maps f : W + M, defined on an open neighbourhood W of a, with 
f(a) = b. Denote 
A(M) = fl A(M)(a,b), 
a,bcM 
and by 
dom cod : A(M) + M 
the canonical maps (domain an codomain). A(M) has a structure of a category, given 
by the composition of germs. There is a natural topology on A(M) such that dom is a 
local homeomorphism, making A(M) into a topological category. 
Definition A.3. Let M be an afline &-manifold, and a, b E M. Define a structure of a 
vector space on the set A(M)(a, b) by 
(a) germa f + germa 9 = germ,\6 440 f + 409 - 4(b))], 
(b) X germa f = germ,P-’ o(@of + (1 - X)4@))], 
for any germa f,germ,g E A(M)(u, b), any X E IF and any chart (U,4) of M with 
b E U. 
Remark. Note that with a fixed chart, this is well defined. We have to check that it is 
also independent on the choice of a chart. Let (V, $) be another chart of M with b E V. 
Since M is affine, 4 o I/-’ is of the form A + d(b) - A$(b) on some neighbourhood of 
T/I(~) for some bounded linear operator A E Ban(E, E). Therefore we have on a small 
neighbourhood of a 
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= 4-l (&f + d(b) - 40) + Ah + 4(b) - 40) - #J(V) 
=4-‘NJ-‘(Tu+vk-W)) =Vo(?I?f+lCIo~-w)), 
so the definition of germa f + germa g is indeed independent on the choice of a chart. 
In a similar way we can check this also for (b). 
With a fixed chart, it is trivial to see that this definition gives a linear structure on 
n(M)(a, b). Th e neutral element in n(A4)(a, b) is the germ of the constant map. 
Observation A.4 Let M be an afine &-manifold. Then A(M) is a right linear category. 
Notation. Let M be an affine E-manifold, and a f M. Recall that the tangent space 
T,M can be described as the space of equivalence classes of triples (U, 4, e), where 
(U, 4) is a chart of M, a E U and e E E, and where (U, 4, e) is equivalent to (V, $J, e’) 
if 
D($ o d-‘)o(a)e = e’. 
A chosen chart (U, 4) determines an isomorphism &a : T,M + & and hence a norm on 
T,M. Another chart gives an equivalent norm, so T,M is a Banachable space [ 1 I]. Now 
choose one of the equivalent norms Il-jja on T,M, for any a E M. If M is paracompact, 
it admits continuous partitions of unity and in this case we can choose these norms such 
that 
is continuous. 
Any element germ, f E A(M)(a, b) d e ermines t uniquely the derivative 
DM (germ, f) = .f* a E Ban(T,M, TbM). 
With VA!(U) = T,M for any a E M, D M is a Ban-linearization of A(M), 
‘Dbf : A(M) + Ban. 
Note that an another choice of norms on the Banachable tangent spaces gives a naturally 
isomorphic linearization. 
Theorem A.5 Let M be an afine &-manifold. Then (A(M), VM, Ban) is a differential 
category, for any choice of norms on the Banachable tangent spaces of M. 
Proof. Choose a norm on the Banachable tangent space T,M, for any a E M. We have 
to prove that the corresponding linearization DM is a Ban-differential. 
Let germ, f t A(M)(a,b), where f: W + M is a Cl-map defined on an open 
neighbourhood W of a. Let (U, $), (V, $) be charts of M with a E U, b E V, @(a) = 0 
and $(b) = 0. We can assume that W c U and f(w) c V. Now we can define 
s(f) : Kc&+?) + T&f by 
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s(f) is clearly continuously differentiable, and 0 E 4,:(4(W)) with s(f)(O) = 0. Hence 
we can define F(germ, f) E GBan(T,M, TbM) by 
F(germ, f) = germ, s(f). 
Note first that this is well defined on germs. Secondly, this definition is independent on 
the choice of charts. To prove this, let (U’, d’), (V’, I/I’) be another charts with a E U’, 
b E V’, @(a) = 0 and $‘(b) = 0. W e can shrink W further such that W c U n U’ and 
f(W) c V n V’. Now on a small neighbourhood of 0 E T,M we have 
~~~o~ofo~-‘O~*a=~,dO~o~‘-‘O~‘OfO~’-’O~’O~-’O~*a. 
But since M is affine, 4’ o c#-’ = D(q5’ o&‘)o = 4:, 0 q5;;, as well as $’ o$-’ = 
D($’ o +-‘)a = q5: b 0 $LL. Therefore 
~~~O~ofo~-‘O~*a=~~~~‘o~‘ofo~‘-‘o~~a 
on a small neighbourhood of 0. This means exactly that the definition of F is independent 
on the choice of charts. Extending F on objects of A(M) by F(a) = T,M for any 
a E M, we get a functor 
F : A(M) + GBan. 
It is easy to check that F is linear and faithful. In Example 5.7 we defined the differential 
G9: 4Ban + Ban. But for any germa f E A(M)(a, b) 
G~(F(ge~, f)) = W( ge’q($;i o$of 04-l oha)) 
=D(&‘o$of o4-‘oh&, 
=G;d o&bof+aoKAo&u = fea = R&e~,f) 
for any pair of charts (U, 4) and (V, ,$I) as before. Therefore we have 
GDoF=V,. 
Now it follows by Lemma 5.6 the 2)n is a Ban-differential. 0 
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